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https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/docker-explained-using-
dockerfiles-to-automate-building-of-images
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Type 1 (bare-metal)
VMware ESX, Microsoft Hyper-V, Xen

Type 2 (hosted)
VMware Workstation, Microsoft Virtual PC,
Sun VirtualBox, QEMU, KVM
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● Kube-apiserver
○ Gate keeper for everything in kubernetes
○ EVERYTHING interacts with kubernetes through the apiserver

● Etcd
○ Distributed storage back end for kubernetes
○ The apiserver is the only thing that talks to it

● Kube-controller-manager
○ The home of the core controllers

● kube-scheduler
○ handes placement
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Architecture Overview

Masters - Acts as the primary control plane for Kubernetes. Masters are 
responsible at a minimum for running the API Server, scheduler, and cluster 
controller. They commonly also manage storing cluster state, cloud-provider 
specific components and other cluster essential services. 

Nodes - Are the ‘workers’ of a Kubernetes cluster. They run a minimal agent 
that manages the node itself, and are tasked with executing workloads as 
designated by the master. 

● Kube-apiserver
○ Gate keeper for everything in kubernetes
○ EVERYTHING interacts with kubernetes through the apiserver

● Etcd
○ Distributed storage back end for kubernetes
○ The apiserver is the only thing that talks to it

● Kube-controller-manager
○ The home of the core controllers

● kube-scheduler
○ handles pod placement
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LMCTFY = Let Me Contain That For You ; Google’s in-house container 
technologies

Kubernetes is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing 
containerized workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative 
configuration and automation.

Jobs are restrictive as the only grouping mechanism for tasks

labels – arbitrary key/value pairs that users can attach to any object in the 
system.

One IP address per machine complicates things.

Thanks to the advent of Linux namespaces, VMs, IPv6, and software-defined 
networking, Kubernetes can take a more user-friendly approach that 
eliminates these complica- tions: every pod and service gets its own IP 
address, allowing developers to choose ports rather than requiring their soft-
ware to adapt to the ones chosen by the infrastructure, and removes the 
infrastructure complexity of managing ports.
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1. Client sends a request for a Deployment to the API Server (for 

example using kubectl create -f deployment.yml)

2. API Server persists the Deployment to etcd; etcd returns 200 to 

API Server; API Server returns 200 to Client (obviously, the 

work isn’t done here, there is a lot of background asynchronous 

stuff that happens next)

3. Controller Manager has a watch against the API Server; it 

sees that a Deployment has been created and it populates that



Informer to the SharedCache

4. Deployment Controller sees the Deployment, pulls it off the queue, 

creates a ReplicaSet and persists the ReplicaSet object back to the API 

Server and back to etcd

5. Repeat Step 3 for ReplicaSet

6. ReplicaSet Controller sees the ReplicaSet, pulls it off the queue, 

creates X number of Pods and persists the Pods object back to the API 

Server and back to etcd

7. Repeat Step 3 for Pods (but Scheduler does this part now)

8. Scheduler sees the unscheduled pods, and executes its business 

logic to fill out the nodeName field in the pod’s Spec with the name of 

the Schedulable Node and persists the scheduled Pods object back to 

the API Server and back to etcd

9. Repeat Step 3 for Pods (but Kubelet this time)

10.Kubelet (on the scheduled node) sees it’s supposed to have a Pod running 

on its machine and talks with the container runtime (Docker, etc.) to 

make that happen
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1. kubectl translates your imperative command into 

a declarative Kubernetes Deployment object. A 

Deployment is a higher-level API that allows 

rolling updates (see below).

2. kubectl sends the Deployment to the Kubernetes 

API server, kube-apiserver, which runs in-cluster.

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/deployment/


3. kube-apiserver saves the Deployment to etcd (a 

distributed key-value store), which also runs in-cluster, 

and responds to kubectl.

4. Asynchronously, the Kubernetes controller manager, 

kube-controller-manager, which watches for 

Deployment events (among others), creates a 

ReplicaSet from the Deployment and sends it to kube-

apiserver. A ReplicaSet is a version of a Deployment. 

During a rolling update, a new ReplicaSet will be 

created and progressively scaled out to the desired 

number of replicas, while the old one is scaled in to 

zero.

5. kube-apiserver saves the ReplicaSet to etcd.

6. Asynchronously, kube-controller-manager, creates two 

Pods (or more if we scale out) from the ReplicaSet and
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sends them to kube-apiserver. Pods are the basic 

unit of Kubernetes. They represent one or 

several containers sharing a Linux cgroup and 

namespaces.

7. kube-apiserver saves the Pods to etcd.

8. Asynchronously, the Kubernetes scheduler, kube-

scheduler, which watches for Pod events, updates each 

Pod to assign it to a Node and sends them back to kube-

apiserver.

9. kube-apiserver saves the Pods to etcd.

10. Finally, the kubelet that runs on the assigned Node, 

always watching, actually starts the container.
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How to understand Kubernetes
Think of the API server as an immutable (replicated) log (or 
queue), each representing a stream of events. Events are facts 
that can be causally related (happened-before) or not related at 
all (then we say they happened concurrently). etcd is important 
for the durability of events, but an implementation detail.

All processes (controllers), e.g. the scheduler, deployment 
controller, endpoint controller, Kubelet, etc. can be 
understood as producers and/or consumers of events 
(consumers can be producers as well, and vice versa).

Consumers specify the objects (and optionally namespace) 
they want to receive events from the API server. This is called 
a watch in Kubernetes. Think of the combination of 



object+namespace as a dedicated (virtual) event queue the API 
server handles.

Consumers and producers don’t know about each other as they’re 
fully decoupled (by the queue) and autonomous. This makes the 
whole system extremely scalable, robust and extensible (adaptable 
to change).

Thus, by design, it’s a fully asynchronous and eventually consistent
platform. Information takes time to propagate from producers(s) to 
consumers(s). The diagram below shows this where the Horizontal 
Pod Autoscaler hasn’t caught up with the events coming from the 
metrics server, which also affects the downstream chain of 
producers and consumers in our example.
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Sidecars: Extend and Enhance
Ambassadors: Represent and Present
Adapters: Normalize and Abstract
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● CNCF is a sub-foundation of the Linux Foundation
● A vendor neutral entity to manage “cloud native” projects
● Projects that are “cloud native” generally focus on:

○ containers
○ dynamic orchestration
○ enable “microservice” deployment methodologies
○ can be logging, monitoring, containerizers etc

● Kubernetes was the first project under the CNCF, and the first to be 
“graduated”



● Very active project
● 49k starts on github
● 2000+ contributors to main core repo
● most discussed repo on github
● massive slack team with 60k+ users



● Graphic is a little out of date at this point, but for the most part still holds 
true

● Also one of the largest open source projects based on commits and 
PRs.



1. kubectl translates your imperative command into 

a declarative Kubernetes Deployment object. A 

Deployment is a higher-level API that allows 

rolling updates (see below).

2. kubectl sends the Deployment to the Kubernetes 

API server, kube-apiserver, which runs in-cluster.

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/deployment/


3. kube-apiserver saves the Deployment to etcd (a 

distributed key-value store), which also runs in-cluster, 

and responds to kubectl.

4. Asynchronously, the Kubernetes controller manager, 

kube-controller-manager, which watches for 

Deployment events (among others), creates a 

ReplicaSet from the Deployment and sends it to kube-

apiserver. A ReplicaSet is a version of a Deployment. 

During a rolling update, a new ReplicaSet will be 

created and progressively scaled out to the desired 

number of replicas, while the old one is scaled in to 

zero.

5. kube-apiserver saves the ReplicaSet to etcd.

6. Asynchronously, kube-controller-manager, creates two 

Pods (or more if we scale out) from the ReplicaSet and
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sends them to kube-apiserver. Pods are the basic 

unit of Kubernetes. They represent one or 

several containers sharing a Linux cgroup and 

namespaces.

7. kube-apiserver saves the Pods to etcd.

8. Asynchronously, the Kubernetes scheduler, kube-

scheduler, which watches for Pod events, updates each 

Pod to assign it to a Node and sends them back to kube-

apiserver.

9. kube-apiserver saves the Pods to etcd.

10. Finally, the kubelet that runs on the assigned Node, 

always watching, actually starts the container.
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State of Borgmaster saved in Paxos-based store



Borglet continues normal operation even if it cannot communicate with a 
Borgmaster replica or the replica fails. Currently running tasks and services 
can continue running



- Job properties: 
- Name
- Owner
- # Tasks

- Job program attributes:
- Processor architecture
- OS version
- External IP address

- In fact, user can specify desired resource usage (CPU cores, 
RAM, disk space, disk access rate, TCP ports, etc). That said, we will later that 
Borg takes in other considerations at runtime for task scheduling. 

-
- prod jobs 70% CPU reserved, 55% memory reserved



- Alloc example:  web server instance and the corresponding logsaver 
task that copies logs from local disk to a distributed file system

- Quota example = 20 TiB of RAM at prod priority from now until the end 
of July in this particular cell

- Jobs whose quotas cannot be satisfied are immediately rejected upon 
submission 

- Borg name service
- Borg also writes job size and task health information
- Helps for debugging (it seems)



- Scheduling requires computing feasibility checks and score. This can 
become a huge bottleneck for scalability.

- Without these techniques, Borg takes more than 3 days to schedule a 
cell’s entire workload from scratch. With these enabled, it only takes a 
few hundred seconds.



- Chroot is an operation that changes the apparent root directory for the current 
running process and their children. A program that is run in such a modified 
environment cannot access files and commands outside that environmental 
directory tree. This modified environment is called a chroot jail.



feasibility checking, to find machines on which the task could run, and scoring, 
which picks one of the feasible machines.

In feasibility checking, the scheduler finds a set of machines that meet the 
task’s constraints and also have enough “available” resource

The score takes into account user-specified preferences, but is mostly driven 
by built-in criteria such as minimizing the number and priority of preempted 
tasks, picking machines that already have a copy of the task’s packages, 
spreading tasks across power and failure domains, and pack- ing quality 
including putting a mix of high and low priority

Scheduler prefers to assign tasks to machines that already have packages 
(program and data) installed to run the tasks

Hybrid model prvides 3-5% better packing efficiency



- Scheduling requires computing feasibility checks and score. This can 
become a huge bottleneck for scalability.

- Without these techniques, Borg takes more than 3 days to schedule a 
cell’s entire workload from scratch. With these enabled, it only takes a 
few hundred seconds.



○ Automatically reschedule evicted tasks
○ Reduce correlated failures by distributing across failure domains
○ Limits downtime due to maintenance 
○ Use “declarative desired-state representations and idem-

potent mutating operations” to ease resubmission of forgotten 
requests

○ Avoid task to machine pairings that cause crashes
○ Use a logsaver to recover critical data written to a local disk





Kubernetes is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing 
containerized workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative 
configuration and automation.

Jobs are restrictive as the only grouping mechanism for tasks

labels – arbitrary key/value pairs that users can attach to any object in the 
system.

One IP address per machine complicates things.

Thanks to the advent of Linux namespaces, VMs, IPv6, and software-defined 
networking, Kubernetes can take a more user-friendly approach that 
eliminates these complica- tions: every pod and service gets its own IP 
address, allowing developers to choose ports rather than requiring their soft-
ware to adapt to the ones chosen by the infrastructure, and removes the 
infrastructure complexity of managing ports.





Evaluation metric: cell compaction, given a workload, find out how small a cell 
it could be fitted into by removing machines until the workload could no longer 
fit

increasing utilization by a few percent- age points can save millions of dollars

partly a practical matter: we found ourselves consuming 200 000 Borg CPU 
cores for our ex- periments at one point—even at Google’s scale, this is a non-
trivial investment.

deliberately leave significant headroom for workload growth, occasional 
“black swan” events, load spikes, machine failures, hardware upgrades, and 
large-scale partial failures (e.g., a power supply bus duct)




